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ABSTRACT
Deep conceptualization and reflection of online information is es-
sential to people’s knowledge acquisition and decision-making in
high-stakes domains, such as health. Reflective thinking, however,
demands extra cognitive efforts, resources and skills, and therefore
could deter people from taking further steps to question information
encountered online. In this paper, we proposed a digital nudging
tool for supporting critical reflection of video contents based on
concept mapping and peer commenting mechanisms. The proposed
tool, DeepThinkingMap, aims to promote people’s understanding
and reflection of video content via interface features that foster
the disclosure of personal conceptualization and transparency of
personal beliefs about the video. By seeing how peers conceptualize
and reflect about the video content, the concepts and comments
made available to people could potentially serve as a "thinking
nudge," allowing individuals to reap in-depth thoughts about the
video otherwise inaccessible to them. Through a proof-of-concept
controlled evaluation, we found that seeing peer thoughts through
DeepThinkingMap significantly increased content comprehension,
and fostered greater efforts for reflection in comparison to the base-
line of receiving no nudge. The study contributes to understanding
the socio-technical-cognitive mechanisms and the design space of
social nudging that may be utilized to support reflection and critical
thinking toward high-stakes information.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); Interactive systems and tools.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the era of online infodemic, the quality and credibility of online
content vary largely as the proliferation of user-generated content
and the wide usage of online social platforms. It raises an increasing
need to consume information analytically in multiple high-stakes
fields, including health, science, politics, and economy [12, 13, 31].
As a recent example, a study reported in March 2020 showed that
over 25% of the most viewed YouTube videos on COVID-19 con-
tained misleading information, nevertheless reaching millions of
viewers worldwide [29]. Moreover, following news signs more peo-
ple started to believe these alternative facts rather than sciencific
facts and authoritative resources [18]. Biased personal interpreta-
tion of content, such as cherry-picking, anchoring bias, cultural
and political polarization, may have consequences on individuals
and communities. Empowering individuals’ deep processing and
reflection of online information is critical to individuals’ and com-
munities’ benefits and safety when consuming online content that’s
novel, fast-spreading, and often unverified [11, 13].

Cognitively, to conceptualize and deeply reflect on information
encountered, individuals have to make efforts to operate on the in-
formation at higher-order levels, beyond just remembering and
reiterating. It demands significant engagement in higher-order
thinking, operated by the reflective mind as suggested by the dual
process theory [21]. They are crucial to combat cognitive biases
and social influence, and correct erroneous heuristics if necessary.
Among types of higher-order thinking, there are two broad cat-
egories: reflective and critical thinking [14]. Both are exclusively
vital to handle complex information and perform knowledge work
like learning, deliberation, and decision-making [14, 27, 28, 44]. For
example, critical thinking can aid in processing conflicting informa-
tion from diverse sources because such cognitive operations will
allow individuals to develop a more well-developed mental model
to integrate different perspectives [6, 32].

As cognitive and meta-cognitive resources required to perform
higher-order thinking in high-stakes domains is not universally
available to different individuals and automatically accessible in
various circumstances [3], external thinking support to increase
the opportunity to think beyond the literal content is much needed.
Nudging is a choice-preserving technique that aims at altering
people in a predictable way without forbidding any option which
preserves all the choices people can have [38]. Nudging as a type of
lightweight intervention, often in the form of implicit suggestion to
people [8], can also reduce the possibility of backfire and burnout
[16] compared to regulations, making it ideal to engage people in
reflective and critical thinking. We have seen recent examples of
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digital nudges such as balanced positioning of reports [34] and
fact-check alerts [41]. More importantly, nudged thinking tends to
be cognitively less demanding, compared to unsupported formal
thinking activities for reflection such as critical reviewing. Nudged
thinking can render reflective thinking less expensive and more
accessible to individuals given the availability of guidance.

With the ubiquity of social discussion for content verification and
moderation, researchers and practitioners have leveraged general
users’ efforts and online resources to mitigate the harm of mis-
and dis-information [4, 24, 37]. The current approaches that utilize
social information include but are not limited to collecting and
crowdsourcing dispute warnings from users [24, 37], visualization
design for these crowd-based dispute for the community [4, 41],
providing the community access to reputable alternative opinion
and discussion space [20], redesign the positioning of comments
[25]. Though these approaches all aim to provide nudge cues and
resources from different angles to mitigate the impact of mis- and
dis-information to some extent, few existing approaches attempted
to improve people’s engagement in deeper, reflective thinking when
digesting online information.

In this paper, we take a different route to support online infor-
mation consumption - sharing peers’ thinking activities to nudge
for reflective thinking. Seeing how other people process and react
to the same piece of information could provide both behavioral
cues (e.g., do other people engage in the content?) and cognitive
stimulation (e.g., how other people react to the content?), which
may consequently promote engagement in reflective thinking. One
significant challenge is how to allow people access diverse peer
inputs vis-a-vis simultaneous consumption of the content. The orig-
inal content and additional thoughts shared by peers need to be
organized in a way that amplify the conceptual and semantic link-
age, so that which comment anchors to which part of the content is
visible. Another requirement is to mitigate the influence of recency
and popularity of specific opinions in social sharing of thoughts to
preserve diversity [25], and thus its ability to nudge more diverse
thoughts, across different times of interactions.

To address this challenge to nudge people for engaging in higher-
order thinking, our work proposes a nudging interface by engaging
people in peer concept mapping and commenting activities as part
of online video watching. Our nudge interface, DeepThinkingMap
(see the screenshot of Figure 1), comprises two nudge designs to fos-
ter social sharing of thoughts in video watching. One is an end-user
concept mapping interface that invites individuals to identify and
extract concepts appearing in the video, put the identified concepts
on an editable canvas and connect inter-related concepts. The con-
cept map represents peers’ personal conceptual understanding of
online content in a shareable, and accessible graphical representa-
tion [26, 33]. Another feature of the interface is a concept-anchored
comment space that takes peers’ free-text inputs in the form of
opinions and/or questions, which invites reflective thinking beyond
the original content. They are anchored to the content concept map
through related concepts or keywords peers identified, providing
a shared semantic organization between comments and content
[43]. In an evaluation study, we examined the impact of DeepThink-
ingMap using a health video-watching task. We manipulated the
availability of peer concept mapping and commenting when people

were asked to consume and make sense of video in a between-
subject controlled experiment. Results showed that the system can
trigger participants to better engage in reflection compared to the
baseline. We also confirmed that DeepThinkingMap helped users
engage in developing a better understanding of video content. More-
over, participants tended to produce more constructive comments,
performing further analyses and asking questions. Our findings
provide a proof-of-concept, suggesting that system-mediated shar-
ing of understanding and personal thoughts can nudge individuals’
understanding and reflection on online content, which may serve
as an effective design strategy to resolve infodemic-related issues
through collective efforts.

2 NUDGE DESIGN FOR REFLECTIVE MIND
To provide non-coercive opportunities for people to engage in
higher-order thinking, the proposed design focuses on three think-
ing processes: understanding, reflective thinking, and critical think-
ing, and follows the guidance of nudge and cognitive theories to
design the interactions. Thinking with reflective mind can be non-
trivial for many individuals [21]. In comparison, automatic mind
handles about 95% of daily activities, known as unconscious, fast,
and instinctive [3]. When consuming online information such as
watching videos, it is necessary to motivate people to interact with
the content in ways other than passive watching, which may still
rely much on intuition and automatic processing [23].

Behavioral transparency that provides observability of behaviors
is one common approach to nudge for the performance of similar
behaviors [8]. In the context of video watching, we may also in-
stall behavioral transparency among peers by making observable
how other people process the videos and whether they invest extra
efforts to handle the videos consciously and reflectively. Social shar-
ing of personal thoughts on content can serve as a thinking nudge
in two ways. First, seeing peers performing analytical and reflective
thinking beyond the content can provide a social proof heuristic
on how to handle the content appropriately [10]. Even though peer
reflection may not necessarily provide valuable insights, it may
still encourage individuals to make similar efforts to reflect [9].
Second, seeing conflicting or disagreeable comments from peers
about the same content may lower individuals’ perception of the
quality of content [42]. Piagetian theory of constructivism suggests
that cognitive dissonance or incompatibility between the original
mental model and the information received is critical in driving
critical reflection that leads to learning [30, 35]. With the disclosure
of interpretation and comments from others and their own, peo-
ple will be explicitly presented with information and beliefs that
contradict one another. It may nudge individuals to stay open to
new ideas and evaluate every possibility, such as re-processing the
content to find verdicts or taking a different perspective to reduce
the cognitive conflicts experienced [30]. These activities have the
potential to substantially nudge people to compare, evaluate and
analyze specific parts of the content deliberately.

To guide the assessment of thinking processes, we adopted Geert-
sen’s framework of higher-order thinking in this work. Geertsen
categorized higher-order thinking into two broad categories: criti-
cal thinking and reflective thinking [14]. Critical thinking focuses
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Figure 1: Screenshot of DeepThinkingMap
The system integrates a video player and a peer concept mapping canvas. In-video concepts and personal comments are coded with different colors and shapes.

on establishing the credibility or validity of content, including crit-
ical judging and self-reflection; and reflective thinking seeks to
extend, enlarge, or explore the focus and scope of thinking so that
the thoughts are relatively more expansive and contextualizing.
Despite these distinctions, both critical and reflective thinking are
essential to fully process information received. We are interested
in understanding how social sharing of peer thoughts facilitates
both types of thinking.

3 SYSTEM DESIGN AND PROTOTYPING
3.1 DeepThinkingMap Interface
The DeepThinkingMap nudge interface combines a video player
and an editable canvas for nudge (Figure 1). For our prototype, the
content is queried from YouTube Data API to play task videos [40].
The standard YouTube video player is embedded in the interface
which enables common play functions such as play, pause, play-
back, the same as in YouTube. The nudge and video player are
displayed side by side. We implemented D3.js library for concept
map visualization and edit [39]. When nudging is available, the
nudge canvas will display one hybrid concept map and make peers’
previous concept mapping inputs and comments visible. The shape
and color of concepts mentioned in the video and their comments
are different to indicate different sources: concepts extracted from
the videos are visualized as box-shape and light-yellow, while users’
comments are shown in violet ellipsoids. The input box colors also
changed accordingly. Users can add, edit, and delete components
like nodes, links and their labels between concepts, and comments
whenever they watch the videos. The links between concepts are
directed to show the directionality of relationship in the labels,
and the links connected to comments are undirected, representing
only the association between concepts and participants’ comments.

When users hover over the concepts and links, the author name
will show up to highlight different contributors. We also designed
a button to hide or show comments for users to focus on either
concept mapping or commenting.

3.2 Nudge Construction
In this prototype, we collected nudging content for two videos
respectively. To generalize our findings beyond video content, we
selected videos of different topics and types. One video clip intro-
duces the basic knowledge of human immune systems (‘Immune
System’) [1], talking about how human body fights bacteria via
multiple lines of defense (video type: theoretical explanation). The
other talks about the scientific evidence of a health-related claim
that turmeric in golden lattes (‘Golden Latte’) is beneficial for hu-
mans (video type: application) [36]. Both videos are health-related
given the public interest around health-related issues nowadays,
especially with clear evidence that online searching around health-
related questions has seen an increase since the outbreak of the
COVID-19 pandemic [15]. The processing of health videos may
require users to forge connections between healthcare experiences
and background knowledge, engage in content abstraction, reason
about the processes and causalities underlying the contents, and
reflect on their daily health-related routines. The lengths of the
videos are controlled to approximately five minutes for feasibility
and consistency in the evaluation.

As our work proposes to nudge thinking with socially shared
thinking activities, we invited participants to generate the nudge
content to be displayed for participants using the nudge support
in a formative evaluation study. After screening people to make
sure they are capable to consume health knowledge and make
health-related decisions, 24 participants were recruited. One half of
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participants watched the video ‘Immune system’ and constructed
the concept maps with personal comments individually. Two indi-
vidual work was selected from these participants and used as nudge
content in the evaluation. The other half people watched video
‘Golden Latte’ and we chose another two work as nudge content
for the study.

As we’ll describe in section 4.1 as well, participants were in-
structed to produce two parts of thoughts when they watched the
video offered to them: 1) create a concept map to represent the video
content to the extent understandable to them, including extract-
ing keywords, linking the keywords they believe are conceptually
related and explicating the meaning of the links, i.e, the semantic re-
lationship between keywords; 2) document their thoughts relevant
to the content and topic, which can be interpretations, takeaways,
opinions, related experiences, questions around, etc. They also were
asked to anchor each of their thoughts to a specific concept that is
the most relevant in the current concept map. For those who did not
know about concept mapping, we provided a simple example from
the biology domain to instruct about how to create concepts, links,
and link labels for concept mapping [19]. We recorded a tutorial
to instruct participants how to input in the interface. For instance,
they need to differentiate concept input and comment input by
using different input boxes.

To select work from specific individuals as nudge content from
the pool, two researchers screened through the contributions in all
concepts maps created by the participants, and labeled the validity
and uniqueness of each concept. In total, 28 unique concepts were
identified for the ‘Immune System’ video and 36 concepts for the
‘Golden Latte’ video. Then we calculated the concept coverage
of maps (i.e., #concepts_in_map/#concepts_in_conceptspace) and
selected two maps per video whose concept coverage resides in the
median as the peer concept mapping example to be used as nudges.
Furthermore, we identified original comments created that were not
literal copies or paraphrases of the content. The two maps of video
‘Immune System’ have 0 and 1 original comments respectively, and
the maps of video ‘Golden Latte’ have 1 and 3 original comments
respectively. We still kept the literal or paraphrased comments in
the maps for nudging as these comments could still inspire other
people to attempt making comments.

4 EVALUATION
With the design and prototype described above, we investigate the
influence of seeing peer thoughts through DeepThinkingMap on
the engagement of higher-order thinking of online videos. This
initial study was constructed as a "one-way simulation" of social
nudging, in which some participants were invited first to produce
the nudging cues to be accessed by later participants so that we
can evaluate how accessing peer thoughts as nudge impact later
participants’ thinking activities. We hypothesize that accessing peer
thoughts would positively increase the extent of understanding, as a
regular thinking activity, and engagement in higher-order thinking
activities (i.e., reflective thinking and critical thinking) of the videos.
By seeing peer thoughts, the follow-up comments on the videos will
also be more expansive and constructive, showing greater reflection
and criticism toward the online content.

4.1 Participants and Experimental Design
Forty-four college students (gender distribution: 28 female, 14 male,
2 other) were recruited from two university campuses and the
surrounding communities in the United States between the ages
of 19 and 29. Their self-reported background knowledge (health in
this study) was reported median on average (mean=4.92, sd=0.78,
on a 7-point scale where 1="novice level" and 7="expert level").

The experiment consists of two conditions: control condition and
nudge condition. The evaluation was designed as a between-subject
experiment. Twenty participants were assigned to the experimental
nudge condition, receiving social nudge cues (seeing other peers’
thoughts and comments) while watching the videos, and the other
twenty participants were recruited prior to the administration of
the nudge condition, and were assigned to the controlled condition
without access to these cues. As described in the section 3.2 about
nudge construction, concept mapping activities and comments from
four participants assigned to the control condition were selected
and held out as nudge content for the purpose of prototyping, and
thus data from the four participants were excluded from the rest of
the analysis. In the nudge condition, participants were randomly
assigned to watch one of the two health videos and perform the
concept mapping and commenting activities with the support of a
partially constructed concept map that displays the thoughts and
comments from another peer (the nudge cue). As each video has two
partially constructed concept maps available, we randomly selected
and assigned a map to each participant in the nudge condition for
generalizability.

For the experimental process, participants were introduced to
the study and procedure first. Then they were asked to complete a
pre-task survey about their demographics and health knowledge
proficiency prior to watching the videos. Following a tutorial in-
structing how to perform concept mapping, participants watched
a health video, and worked on concept mapping and commenting.
The instruction asked participants to give their best effort on either
"creating a concept map of the video" in the control condition, or
"improving the partial concept map of the video" in the nudge con-
dition. Participants in the control condition started their work from
scratch with an empty concept map canvas. In the nudge condition,
people had the freedom to edit the initial concept map by modifying
concepts as well as adding their own comments. The comments
could be thoughts such as interpretations, opinions, and questions
about these videos. The entire task procedure lasted for 20 minutes.
At the end of experiment, participants completed a questionnaire
measuring their engagements in different levels of thinking activi-
ties as well as their holistic experiences and perceptions of the task.
Given that the time available for video watching and mapping was
controlled, we place our focus of the current analysis on how seeing
other people’s thoughts and comments on the initial concept map
affect their engagement in higher-order thinking, but not on the
completeness or productivity of concept mapping.

4.2 Measures
We designed pre-experiment and post-experiment surveys to mea-
sure engagements. Pre survey collected participants’ basic infor-
mation and background knowledge via self-report, i.e, personal
healthcare knowledge (e.g., I am familiar with preventing minor and
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Figure 2: Boxplot of engagement of comprehension and
higher-order thinking in two conditions

temporary problems such as colds and viruses) through questions in
health knowledge dimension modified from [17]. Post-experiment
survey reported participants’ levels of thinking engagement with
modified questionnaires from Kimber et al. [22]. With the 5-Likert
questions, we measured engagement of understanding, engagement
of reflective thinking (e.g, I reflect on my actions to see whether I
could improve on what I did.), and engagement of critical thinking
(e.g, It challenges some of my firmly held ideas.)

To analyze comments, two coders were recruited to watch the
video clips and code comments independently. Coders first identi-
fied the number of real comments, which were not literal copies
or rephrase from the video. Then they classified these comments
according to the higher-order thinking skills they related, based on
Anderson and Krathwohl’s revision of Bloom’s taxonomy [2, 7] :
interpretation, analysis, and evaluation, another approach to catego-
rize higher-order thinking. The two coders achieved a satisfactory
coding agreement of Cohen’s Kappa higher than 0.9.

4.3 Results

Table 1: Regression coefficients of ANOVA models for under-
standing and higher-order thinking processes

Understanding Reflective Critical
Thinking Thinking

Predictor

Intercept 2.57*** 2.68*** 1.41
Nudge 0.71*** 0.55** 0.23

Background 0.26* 0.19* 0.29

The intercepts represent corresponding engagement in control condition. Significance:
𝑝 < 0.01: ***; 𝑝 < 0.05: **; 𝑝 < 0.1: *.

To test our hypotheses, we used ANOVA models for analysis.
The main independent variable is experiment condition. The back-
ground knowledge is control variable when videos and nudge con-
tents are treated as variance. We took necessary pre-processing
steps to ensure the premises and assumptions for the aforemen-
tioned statistical models weremet (e.g., normality, homoscedasticity,
no multicollinearity). The analysis was conducted by R 3.0.

Engagement of Understanding ANOVA reported significant
positive effect of nudge on engagement in understanding com-
bined with health background as control variables (nudge condition:
𝐹 (1, 37) = 8.038, 𝑝 = 0.007, background: 𝐹 (1, 37) = 3.937, 𝑝 = 0.05)
shown in Table 1. Participants in the nudge condition (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.56,
𝑠𝑑 = 0.54) tended to engage more actively in understanding video
content than control condition (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.84, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.05) (See Fig-
ure 2). And participants with high background knowledge in health
(𝛽 = 0.26) were likely to make more efforts on understanding.

Engagement of Reflective Thinking For reflection, there was
a significant influence of nudge on top of background knowledge
(nudge: 𝐹 (1, 37) = 6.589, 𝑝 = 0.014; background knowledge: 𝐹 (1, 37) =
3.281, 𝑝 = 0.078) reported in Table 1. Generally, participants in
the nudge condition (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 4.18, 𝑠𝑑 = 0.59) engaged in reflec-
tion deeper during the task compared to control condition without
nudge (𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 3.61, 𝑠𝑑 = 0.80) (See Figure 2).

Engagement of Critical Thinking In the experiment, seeing
others’ concept mapping work and comments showed no effect on
critical thinking (𝐹 (1, 37) = 0.566, 𝑝 = 0.46) compared to control
condition (nudge condition:𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 2.64, 𝑠𝑑 = 0.90; control con-
dition:𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 = 2.89, 𝑠𝑑 = 1.21), though the variance is smaller in
nudge condition. Moreover, two-sample T-test also confirmed that
there is no significant difference in engagement in critical think-
ing between control condition and nudge condition (𝑡 = −0.74,
𝑝 = 0.46). We also compared the efforts between reflective think-
ing and critical thinking efforts within individuals. A paired T-test
result showed that the level of engagement in critical thinking is
significantly lower than reflection in general (𝑝 = 0.00), which
holds on both individual and nudge conditions.

Personal CommentsWe identified 37 personal comments in the
control condition and 28 comments in the nudge condition. Quali-
tatively, these comments appeared to cover a rich set of thoughts
beyond the video contents, such as personal takeaways, connections
between novel and known information, confusions and questions,
and reflection with their experiences. The portion of analysis and
evaluation comments (i.e, higher-order thinking results) altogether
turned over 50% in nudge condition ( Analysis: 46.43%, Evaluation:
7.14%), while it was only 37% in control condition (Analysis: 27.02%,
Evaluation: 10.81% ). Quantitatively the amounts of higher-order
comments are similar between two conditions: 14 comments in
control condition and 15 comments in nudge condition. However,
people became more reflective and selective about comments they
generated and shared in nudge condition.

5 DISCUSSION
Higher-order thinking around high-stakes online content is an
essential yet sophisticated and nontrivial process for the general
public. By taking the perspective of behavioral and knowledge
transparency, nudging with peer thinking activities via shared con-
cept mapping has the potential to help individuals to engage in
deeper thinking processes on high-stakes information. In this work,
we proposed DeepThinkingMap, a shared concept mapping and
commenting interface that affords simultaneous video watching
and reflective thinking, and evaluated the engagement in different
levels of thinking through a controlled experiment. In summary,
the results support that seeing a peer’s thoughts and comments
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improved the engagement in understanding and reflective thinking,
measured using a standardized scale for assessing depth of think-
ing, but had no significant impact at the level of critical thinking.
Also, participants who received the nudging support were shown
to engage in the construction of specific comments focusing on
analyzing and assessing the health topic.

Our study identifies the potential benefits of utilizing social shar-
ing to empower online users in the context of online information
processing through careful nudging design. From our results, the
disclosure of individual understanding and reflection can nudge
people to take extra efforts to comprehend the information received,
and more importantly, reflect deeper on online information that
may be fast-spreading but unverified. It reiterates the value of civic
engagement, crowd work and the general social sharing of non-
expert work with other non-experts. While the quality of shared
content remains critical, yet it is not necessarily the only way for
such sharing to become useful [10]. For instance, the conceptual-
ization and comments shared by peers may motivate other people
to also invest their thinking efforts to reflect on the videos as our
design and study illustrated. The conceptual and semantic con-
nections among concepts and comments could also help people
overcome visualization barriers to attend to the issues of diversity
and to consider what would be the reasonable ways that these
concepts and ideas could potentially relate to one another. As the
number of peers involved increases, the impact of such social nudge
and the visualization mechanism is also expected to scale.

To create more values on social sharing of thoughts, one future
direction could be exploring other functions and roles social content
could serve, such as disclosing the level of confidence people have
on specific information and/or using the content as a starter for
free-form conversational interactions for supporting not just per-
sonal reflection, but also group deliberation and the grounding of
shared knowledge. Furthermore, the current finding suggests more
system interventions or recommendations may be introduced to
encourage the sharing of conceptual understanding and reflective
thoughts, by non-experts, to combat infodemic-related issues, such
as misinformation debunking and filter bubble. While much effort
has been focusing on using machine learning and automation to la-
bel mis- and disinformation for users, our results demonstrated the
possibility for people to fight against the influence of online content,
even when they are problematic and unlabeled, with appropriate
interaction designs that nudge for reflection.

The current experiment has some limitations regarding the
nudge content generated. During the nudge process, the content
peers shared and visualization could potentially influence the deep
thinking trigger. For example, some comments may encouragemore
opinions and thoughts for peers to share naturally while some oth-
ers are easy for comments to converge and stop. The concept map
organizer may also impact the access of peer comments compared
to normal threads. Therefore, future work may investigate whether
the existence and presentation of shared content will affect the
nudging performance.

To further investigate the influence of DeepThinkingMap on re-
flective thinking, we plan to study how interactive communications
could affect higher-order thinking to supplement the current find-
ings using only one-way nudge design. Previous studies indicate
that a myriad of factors may impact nudge performance, such as

prior belief and inequity [44]. Social nudge could also fail without
considering social expectations and norms [5]. Future studies may
investigate the influence of nudge quality and individual disposi-
tions, such where average participants may be less knowledgeable,
hold more misconceptions (e.g., environmental sustainability) or
become more opinionated, to complete the CHI community’s un-
derstanding around digital and social nudges for thinking.
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